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Australian
Aboriginals
1Billion Land
MarkCase
Aboriginals of
Australia
Pursuit for
Justice

Meriam People
Written by: Janaya El

Sadly, like many other territories
of the Moorish Empire, Murray
Islands has been subject to
conversion, theft and being
escheated. The lands where
escheated by Captain Cook on
behalf of Britain in 1770. The
islands were then labeled
Australia,
its
colonizers
unlawfully
claiming
terra
nullius.

Once this information was learned by Koiki Mabo,
an indigenous man of Murray islands he decided to
fight back. By 1982, over two hundred years later, a
child of the Islands blood line started on a path to
liberate his people and their lands. By June of 1992
(ten years later) Mabo and three other Meriam
people had forced the High Court of Australia to
recognize the people of Murry that have been on the
land for over 50,000 years. Being recognized was
only half the battle. The High Court of Australia only
awarded use of “most parts” of the land and wrote
in Native law to accompany Australian law.
The case was continued by Mabo’s daughter Gail
Mabo, along with the people still fighting for
justice and reparations. According to most media

Is Crypto The
Answer For
Moorish
Economy?

Let’s compare our options. The
Moorish Nation does not have a
government to print its own notes
backed by gold and silver. This
would take a tremendous amount
of resources and coordination
that we just don’t have yet. To use
Crypto Currency would only take
one person creating the code.
There’s an option to back the
currency with gold and silver or
even Moorish businesses. This
would increase the value and give
it stability.

Is Crypto Currency a viable
option for the Moorish Nation to
become a player in the global
economics game? Well in recent
developments major banks like
JP Morgan and Fidelity releasing
their own version of an altcoin
raises the question.
In its conception the first Crypto
created Bitcoin was meant to
decentralize
currency.
Its
purpose was to detach the value
Of the people’s means of
exchange from governments bad
decision making and control of
inflation. This would limit the
control governments have over
peoples energy.
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Some of Crypto Currency’s
features are its block chain
security and ability to write in
contracts for actions. This could
be used for exchanges where both
parties can have peace of mind
without trust. Protection for
intellectual property such as
writings, music and goods etc.

With countries like Sweden and
Venezuela using Crypto, the
Moorish nation might have
someone to trade with. In
Venezuela’s economic collapse
(inflicted by sanctions from the
U.S.) the government and its
people have turned to Bitcoin for
a means of exchange. But this
arrangement was only made due
to Venezuela’s need to keep its
country a float.

But let’s face it Crypto Currency is
hard to buy and slow to transfer.
Even with things like the light
network its just not fast enough.
Then the other problem is not
enough people use the exchange.
Also did I mention exiting plans
suck.

The government is trying to
direct its people to buy Bitcoin
through a government approved
platform. This way the Nations
federal bank gets a cut and can
work on regulating. But the
people rather buy straight from
the market with no fees.

Written by: Janaya El

Sources, the indigenous people of Australia have been
victorious. Australia’s High Court ruled that the
existing native rights would be protected by Australian
law until those rights are legally extinguished. My
question is how do you legally extinguish human
rights? Is the battle over? The Meriam people say no.
As of 2019 they have picked up the fight once more.
Hopefully this time they will get remedy and not
promises.

Nobody knows what the outcome
will be and how long the
government can play a hand in
Venezuela’s currency structure.
Maybe they will follow suit and
implement taxes, rules and
regulations on the new asset
class. One thing is for sure,
change is coming.
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO POST YOUR COURT DATES IN THE PAPER PLEASE EMAIL RISEOFTHEMOORS@GMAIL.COM. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT FOR MOORS
TO BE UNIFIED AND SUPPORT EACHOTHER.

Is Cannabis
Actually Good
For You?
Written By: Julisa El

We all know and love the
medicinal
properties
that
cannabis has to offer when used
correctly such as: Remedy for
Cancer, Nausea, Pain Relief,
Anxiety
Relief,
Depression,
PTSD, Crones Disease, Insomnia,
Fibromyalgia, A.D.H.D, Epilepsy,
Autism, Opioid Addiction and
much more. However, what are
the possible risks and side
effects? This is where “knowing
your grow” and how to consume
the medicinal herbs as safely and
as naturally as possible comes
into play.

Frequent smoke inhalation is
not good for your lungs; ever. In
addition, smoking can create
mucus in your lungs, which is
the only disease on the planet
according to the late great Dr.
Sebi, who studied under our
Prophet. The same goes when
using pipes, dab rigs and bongs.
They are in fact more
hazardous,
because
the
cannabis is being heated more
than it needs to be, which is
harsh and can burn the
esophagus and lungs. Then you
also have to consider the butane
that is being inhaled when the
flame is directly on a bowl or
pipe. Some use hemp wick to
light their pipes instead of
lighters to combat this issue.

DO YOU REALLY KNOW
WHAT YOUR PUTTING IN
YOUR BODY?
You will want to know how your
cannabis was grown and what
chemicals, if any, were used to
treat the buds. Some growers
may use whatever means
necessary in order to have a
successful harvest. This could
mean the possibility of harmful
chemicals & methods being used
simply for the fiat and not
considering the welfare of the
people who will consume it.
Moldy herb is common and can
be present during plant growth.
It also occurs when the herb is
not dried and stored properly and
poses a serious health hazard that
could be detrimental to the
respiratory system.
Methods of consumption are
another factor to consider. Blunts
and blunt wraps share some of
the same toxic chemicals and
addictive properties as cigarettes.
There are safer blunt alternatives,
that include natural leaves that
contain little to no chemical
processing. There are even blunt
wraps made from organic hemp
and even lettuce! Making your
own blunt wraps is also a safer
option. Again, when using all-of
the above, it still involves smoke
inhalation and combustion.

One of the purposes of using a
water bong is for the water to act
as a filtration system. Not only
to cool down the herb to a
bearable temperature. It is also
believed that the water filters
out about 90% of the toxins,
cytotoxins, carcinogens and
lessens the amount of tar that
would enter into your lungs
when smoking a blunt, joint or
bowl. That being said; frequent
use can allow water to build up
in your lungs. This can lead to
Pneumonia
or
Pulmonary
Edema
(Water
Lungs/Congestion) or smokers
cough. You also must make sure
to keep your glass bong clean of
any contaminants or browning
that may build up to avoid
possible infection as well.
One of the safer ways to
consume medicinal cannabis
appears
to
be
through
vaporization, which involves
zero combustion and heats the
cannabis to temperature lower
than the combustion point.
When vaping, you end up with
vaporized cannabis and not
smoke.
Lastly, eating or
drinking cannabis is found to be
another safer way and one

the most effective “bang for
your buck”. When consumed,
the chemicals break down
slower in your body creating a
delayed and more potent
release. Just like alcohol, one
can over consume cannabis.
Some of the side effects can
include
paranoia,
complacency,
apathy
or
laziness.
You
can
also
experience a decline in motor
function, circular thought
patterns or lack of clarity when
over indulging.
CBD (a
natural compound found in
cannabis that does not get you
high) can also be smoked,
vaped, ingested and applied
topically for relief without a
high.
Cannabis can be used as a
medicine for the mind body
and soul. As mentioned before,
studies show that medicinal
cannabis helps with alleviating
depression and anxiety. It can
also help you gain clarity
because it can detach you from
your surroundings to help you
see the bigger picture. It can
also give you hyper-focus; this,
is why it can be good for people
with ADHD. If you have a task
to complete at hand and need
to give it undivided attention
you can complete said task
with ease when dosed correctly
instead
of
resorting
to
addictive pills such as Ritalin
or Adderall. The first is a
Methamphetamine and the
second is very similar which
are in fact highly addictive.
Cannabis on the contrary is not
addictive physically but people
may develop a mental or
emotional addiction to it.
Cannabis can also help with
weight regulation because it
helps
regulate
insulin
production in the body. This
may
be
something
to
investigate if you struggle with
Diabetes. It can also help with
joint relief/arthritis pain as
well as with muscle spasms and
or cramps. We have what is
known
as
“the
Endocannabinoid System” in
our brain. This system is
comprised
of
multiple
endocannabinoid
receptors
throughout our bodies that
helps keep our system working
properly
and
plays
an
important
role
in
the
regulation of inflammation. If
there is an imbalance, that is
when cannabis plays its part to
regulate it. Our body naturally
produces cannabinoids that is
one of the main components in
cannabis. THC (psychoactive
component of cannabis that
produces the high) and CBD
(Non psychoactive).
Our
anatomy is literally designed
with parts directly linked to
Cannabis. It is no accident that
we
even
have
an
Endocannabinoid system.

When used in nature you can meditate while you medicate
to help ground yourself and reconnect with the ancestors of
the land. It is said that, when smoked or ingested with the
intent for spiritual guidance that it can raise you to levels of
higher consciousness or a gaining of “Chi” or energy with the
body and aura. Your “ESP” or intuitive powers and foresight
are also said to be increased.
There are studies from both “Big Pharma” & independent
sources that prove that cannabis is a wonderful way to heal
many different ailments for a more affordable price. It is also
much less hazardous and less addictive than anything else
“Big Pharma” provides. If you do not believe me, look up
their government paten that proves the benefits of cannabis.
The Natural way is usually always best. All this being said,
everything in moderation!

Lowell, MA Detectives Falsify Reports For
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Five Lowell
Policy Enforcers
Found Guilty Of
Violating Due
Process
Source Link
Link-1

Recently five policy enforcers and detectives were found
fixing reports in order to be granted a search warrant.
During a routine inquisition terrorism exercise, Mr.
Aaron’s was detained. In the report (written by Daniel
Lavoic) it was alleged that Mr. Aaron was seen taking a
plastic bag away from a taxi. Because of this alleged action
several Policy Enforcers felt they where justified in using
physical force to arrest Mr. Aaron. This report led to a
search of 193 Marrimack, where they found second
amendment arms, USD notes in the home and minerals
that where being used in the creation of medicine.
Once the matter was presented in court the Lowell Policy
Enforcers refused to present the report written on Mr.
Aaron. After a public records request was submitted the
report surfaced. It was found that the report had
inconsistencies with the surveillance footage found by
public counsel services.
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The surveillance footage showed that not only did Mr.
Aaron have the plastic bag before reaching the cab, but he
was 79 feet away from the location the policy enforcers
reported that he was coming from and “running to”.
Footage also shows that Mr. Aaron did not run, nor resist
arrest. Therefore, there was no need for Policy Enforcers
to use obsessive force.
Further investigation reviled that although Daniel Lavoic
wrote the report, it was submitted in Rivera’s name.
Rivera was used to testify (despite not seeing the event) to
gain a warrant. Due processes was completely violated.
Sadly, this is a common practice in these gang related
events. I will close this with words from the Board of
Inquiry Panel when describing the report: “was inaccurate
to a level far more then mistakes”.
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Moorish American
Public Nationality
Declaration

The Following Moorish
Americans Declare Their
Nationality for Public Record.
Being duly affirmed under consanguine unity; the
following pledge national, political, and spiritual
allegiance to the Moorish Nation being
aboriginal/indigenes of Amexem (the Americas).

jj

North West Amexem Flag

T’leh Amnael AmeruXi Ausar Bey
Taphrey Wakymba Montgomery Najih
El
Meda Mosiah Akil El
Prynciss Reynae Sabra Bey

Damon Brooks Jr Bey
Adrian Ptah Miller Bey
Romell Evans-Bey
Fatimaya Arabia Aiw Al’ilah Muhammed
El

Raamun Al’Xiander Dendura El
Krystallah-Christine Eboni Joselyn
Sierra El
Fatimaiah Asya El
Nicholas Sierra Rapha El

Janaya El
Zeek Bey
Zeru Ishmael Bey
King Tu’Ra Bey
O’Shay El
Dhakir Bey
Reginald Ammar Mahir El
Troy Shawn Bey
Jeremy Perry El
Robertson El
Jahronimo Maakheru Walis El
Cetewayo Macabaeus Bey
Tracey Atkinson-El Bey
Omaree Akeem El Bey
Emmanuel Shaw El
Dwayne Washington El
Rasheed Joquan Bey
Jahlael Bey
Rodrickus Amaru Bilali El
Troy Varnado Bey
Oliver Wayne Jackson-Bey
Aazu Jamaal Shabazz El
Ta’amura Danielle Myers Bey
Sarush El
Chione el
Kareem Karon Norman El-MinistroBey
Alyssa Sat Ra Walis El
Jon Romel Magnanimus Bey
Melissa Lotus Dianah Maajida Bey
Mack Buckley-Bey
Colin Hoang Anh Vo Bey
Jirum El Bey
Person Bey
Tiqua Nefertiti Saunders El
Armond Langston Saunders Bey El
Armond Langston Saunders Bey El
Sabelle Nila Clark El
Qamara Sheba Clark El
Amadah Mumin Bey
Ahmose Ra El
Asad Tafari Bey
Abdullah Sadiki Al-Karim el Ben
Vance-Brandey
Ayub Bey
Mykyel Bey
Amaori TaMuakhan El
Asim El Lbn Firnas Bey
Odogu Abdul Khaliq Bey
Raheem Salam Bey
Grace El
Amaru Adams El
Walter Imhotech: Davis-Bey
Henry Washington El
Raziel Ansar Xipil Ameru Bey
Sama Al Miriqui El
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